Year 2 Topics Term 1 and 2

Term 1
Mother Nature
Our topic on Mother Nature will focus on all things natural. We will
be going to the park and collecting leaves, twigs, and other
interesting things. We will be linking this to our art work to help us
create sculptures, pictures and weaving.
We will also link this to our Geography, looking at weather patterns
and during P.E we will be learning a dance about the seasons.

Term 2
It’s the Most Wonderful Time of the Year
This topic will encompass everything about Christmas. It will link
with our art topic of creating decorations and also links to our
history topic of childhood Christmases from the past. Our R.E. topic
will look at the importance of Christmas to Christians.
Maths
Mental addition and subtraction using known number facts.
Estimating and counting objects up to 100. Being able to locate
numbers 0-100 on a number line and order, compare numbers and
order three numbers. Identifying and classifying 2D shapes,

English
We will be revising how to use capital letters, full stops, question
marks and exclamation marks. We will also be looking writing letters
and creating the continuation of a story. We will be looking at
autumn poetry and writing stories based on our own experiences.
Science
In science we will be looking at plants and animals. How they adapt
to their environment and also what plants need to make them grow.
This will lead on to looking at Living things and their habitats.

Personal Social and Health Education
During this subject we will be looking at how to look after yourself
and how to interact with other people. The subject looks at being
responsible for your own actions and relationships with other peers.

Enrichment Opportunities
During terms 1 and 2 we will also have many opportunities to enrich
the curriculum and make it even more exciting. We will visit the
local park and collect lots of natural things to study and talk about.
We will attend St Luke’s Church for Harvest Festival. There will also
be drama and dance sessions. In term 2 the children will produce a
fantastic Christmas production that will be performed at Highbury
Church.

